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After a near two year hiatus, face to face events are back!

And there's nothing quite like an industry exhibition for strengthening

partnerships, making new connections and spreading the word about your

organisations' latest and greatest offerings.

They present an opportunity to gather an industry's key movers and

shakers into one room, for one purpose. This is your time to shine; when

meetings are put on hold and phone calls are rescheduled.

You have your audience in the palm of your hand, ready and willing to

learn about how you can improve their operations. Now is the time to

strike.

Naturally, such an opportunity comes at a price. And for the majority of

businesses, the associated costs represent a significant outlay.

So ensuring you generate maximum ROI is vital. Not only for recouping

your expenses, but for generating hype around your brand long after the

dust has settled and the exhibition hall has cleared.

Let's dive into precisely how you can achieve this, drum up substantial pre

event excitement and turn potential interest into solid revenue.

Attending an industry event can transform your business
overnight. Taking time to meet other eager industry leaders and
make potentially vital connections can drastically alter the
trajectory of your organisation (Forbes).
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The foundations for a successful exhibition are laid long before the doors

swing open and the delegates come rushing in.

Depending on the logistics of your attendance, planning can take months

of work to come together so ensure you get the ball rolling early and

provide ample resource to present your organisation in the best light.

Having a memorable presence on the day is the ultimate aim but it is often

the organisations who have built awareness of their attendance long

before the event that generate the longest lasting impact. There are a

number of ways to achieve this...

Firstly, utilise your owned social channels and those of your team.  Even

something as simple as telling your audience that you will be attending the

event in question can make a difference. Coupled with an invitation to

meet a senior team member ahead of time, you can begin to line up

valuable conversations before you've even set foot on the stand.

Likewise, use owned channels to share preparation updates. Perhaps

you've finalised the stand design; if so, share a sneak preview. Perhaps

you've confirmed a speaking slot; if so, let people know where and when it

will be taking place. Perhaps you've been working with another attendee

and have achieved outstanding results; if so, create a case study telling

people what you did and how you can replicate the results for their

organisation.

If you fail to plan, you are planning to fail. Don't rely on turning
up alone generatign sufficient exhibition ROI.
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Eshots

Broadcast emails

Press releases

Magazine or website adverts

Developing bespoke website landing pages for the event is also

worthwhile. These can cover all manner of information from where you

will be, when you will be there and what delegates can expect from you.

They also provide a chance to tease any new products that you'll be

exhibiting at the event compounding the impact of their grand reveal.

Finally, budget allowing, utilise paid placements across industry

publications. There are countless options, including but not limited to:

Such third party channels allow you to place yourself in front of your target

audience and associate yourself with the reputation of the publication in

question.

With endless opportunities to suit every budget when it comes to

generating pre event hype, the important thing is that you act.

Competition is fierce, with thousands of exhibitors and delegates alike

vying for attention. If you can generate sufficient pre event hype through

exciting engagement, your stand will be the one people seek out first when

the time to attend finally comes around.

96% of attendees look for information about an event online
prior to attending (Marketing Insider).
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Having raised pre event excitement levels to near fever pitch, it's time to

make your event presence felt.

Perhaps the most important, and physically largest, embodiment of your

company is your stand. It goes without saying that it is your shop window,

your shining beacon that says this is us and this is how we help.

Product focussed? Line your range up front and centre. Service orientated?

Create an open stand inviting people to sit down, relax and have a chat.

It is critically important that your stand mirrors your brand values and acts

as an extended member of your team at the exhibition. Whilst it's fantastic

that all your potential customers are in one room, that reality is just the

sae for your competitors.

With everyone jostling for attention, the ultimate winners will use their

exhibition space to stand out from the crowd!

Augmenting your presence beyond simply turning up can be achieved in a

number of ways. Live product demonstrations, or new product launch

announcements, are a brilliant way to engage delegates and forge long

lasting memories. Remember, everyone will be talking to tens if not

hundreds of people throughout the day. Taking your conversation that one

step further will help cement your discussion in the forefront of their mind.

Exhibition halls are fit to burst with delegates and stands alike;
it's up to you to stand out.
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On the theme of creating memorable interactions, another, if slightly less

profound, tip is that people love a freebie. Giveaways at events are

commonplace with plenty of people swooping around to your stand for

the free stash and nothing else!

Low cost giveaways are perfect for those looking to grab what they can but

for the conversations that matter most, thoughtful merchandise can be a

great way to add an extra tier of value to your engagement.

Where a flyer can be useful for a little more information, a mug, notebook

or water bottle has greater staying power, often sitting on a desk for weeks

if not months after the event.

Giveaways needn't be frivolous or for meaningless engagement. The right

item can go a long way to creating a powerful event presence and

reinforcing the importance of your conversation.

Last but not least, ensure your company representatives are prepped and

ready to go.

Often overlooked but potentially fatal for making the right sort of

impression, your team members have the opportunity to ensure you are

the company people go back to the office talking about.

If your stand is product focussed, ensure everyone is fully up to speed on

functionality. If service and relationships are your bag, take the most

approachable people at your disposal. By combining all these factors, you

can make your presence felt longer after the show is over.
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The final piece of the puzzle for maximum exhibition ROI comes after the

event itself has finished. This is often the most neglected stage, with the

buzz of the event fizzling away, yet is arguably the most critical.

In the majority of circumstances, deals are not closed at the event. They

may be laid out in principle but your essential takeaways are the

relationships you've forged and the opportunities you've generated.

Using technology like Anthill ensures nobody slips through the cracks and

that the potential for maximising ROI is at an all time high.

Harnessing a universally accessible CRM ensures all of the lead data you

captured is stored in one location. From here you can easily maintain

contact to secure those all important next steps.

Likewise, crafting bespoke post event workflows ensures that everyone

you engaged with receives the same experience and that no crucial follow

up steps are missed.

Adhering to your best practice approach here drastically increases your

ability to convert that initial excitement and interest into a qualified

opportunity and solid revenue.

Providing everything has gone smoothly so far, you'll likely have a large

amount of individuals added to your CRM and workflows.

 Fewer than 70% of exhibitors have any formalised plan or
process in place for how leads are followed up after the show

(Exhibitor Online).
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This is where automation can make a world of difference.

By segmenting leads according to your pre defined criteria, Anthill allows

you to initiate automated communication sequences to alleviate the

workload of your internal teams.

This means you continue engaging opportunities in a timely manner whilst

also freeing up your team to focus on the task at hand and generating

maximum exhibition ROI.

Finally, customisable dashboards curated for each individuals' needs will

ensure that nobody misses a beat and that every event opportunity is

actioned on time and to the highest standards.

For senior leaders, dashboards act to facilitate a digital paper trail of

attribution, enabling the organisation to see precise event outcomes as

well as how much of their investment has already been recouped into long

term partnerships and revenue opportunities.

Whilst the impact of attending an exhibition extends beyond revenue

generation alone, in order to make the case to keep coming back it has to

make economic sense.

Anthill allows you to put your best foot forward and ensure you leave the

event in a stronger position than before you exhibited.
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Exhibitions are part and parcel of increasing brand awareness, forming

critical partnerships and generating sales opportunities.

But the reality is, they aren't the cheapest channel you can turn your hand

to.

As such, generating maximum ROI is of critical importance. Not only for

balancing the books, but for providing a springboard to launch your

organisation to long term success.

By following this guide, and accounting for each of the three event stages

in turn, you can place your business in the strongest position possible to

secure a solid ROI.

Whilst the model still requires execution at the event itself, it is so often in

the preparation and the follow up where success is truly won or lost.

With exhibitions returning, more and more businesses will be looking to

get back to face to face and catch up with friends old and new.

Make sure that when you do, you're prepared for success.

Make sure that you're maximising your exhibition ROI by generating

excitement and converting initial interest into real results. 

Conclusion
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Designed for workforce synergy, Anthill helps you plan your unique

customer journey into customisable workflow streams, then monitor

performance via live and interactive role-based dashboards.

Improve efficiency, drive productivity, refine operations and increase sales.

To find out if your company would benefit from Anthill, request a free

process review from our team of specialists by visiting www.anthill.co.uk

Anthill's mission is to help
companies provide an outstanding
customer experience across teams,

channels and locations.


